Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 

Geoff Watts: Hello,in this edition of Leading Edge,I'll be looking at the latest skirmish provided by the theory of evolution,and then asking what it means for science in general.To begin though,a brief trip to the battle ground. 

Drummond : Am I correct sir in calling on you as an expert on the bible? 

Brady : I believe it's not boastful to state that I've studied the bible as much as any layman,and I've always tried to live according to its precepts. 

Drummond : Bully for you! Now I suppose you can quote me chapter and verse right straight through the King James version can't you? 

Brady : There are many portions of the bible I have committed to memory. 

Drummond : I don't suppose you've memorised many passages from the "Origin of Species"? 

Brady : I'm not in the least interested in the pagan hypotheses of that book. 

Drummond : Never read it? 

Brady : And I never will. 

Drummond : Then how in perdition can you have the gaul to whoop up this holy war against something you don't know anything about? How can you be so cock-sure that the body of scientific knowledge systematised in the writings of Charles Darwin,is, in any way,irreconcilable with the spirit of the book of Genesis? 
[Ref: Blue File: Inhwind.wri] 

Geoff Watts: Opposing councils sniping at each other,in a scene from "Inherit the Wind" currently in production at the King's Head theatre in North London.The play is set in the 1920s and based on the trial of school teacher Bertram Cates,who'd been arrested for teaching Darwin's theory of Evolution. In the last chapter of his "Origin of Species" Darwin admits that" many and grave objections may be advanced against the the theory of descent with modifications through natural selection".Well nowhere do they take these grave objections more seriously than in the American bible belt,the setting for "Inherit the Wind",it's also where Evolution is meeting it's latest challenge [[Science 3] Newsci 2].Only this year the Board of Education in the state of Kansas commissioned a report on the teaching of science.Although acknowledging that species can change and adapt,the report denied that this process can lead to the formation of completely new species.It's authors argue that evolution is just another theory, not a scientific fact.So from the start of the next school year, there will be no questions of evolution in Kansas school examinations. 
[Even if the theory is just a theory,that is no reason to ban any investigation into it as a theory,this is obviously just a rouse by believers to eradicate any anti-bible thinking from the classroom which breaches the rights of free thinking and free speech.The same ploy is being used to stop artwork from being displayed because it causes offence to someone's religion.SO WHAT IF IT DOES? That is no reason to ban something.If a picture of the Virgin Mary exists made of dung and porn pictures,it is only someone's value judgement that it is offensive.They have no right to impose those values on society,and likewise evolution maybe and affront to creationists,and they may find it distasteful,but that's just their hard luck.It has as much right to an airing as creationism in principle,though I take issue personally with lies having the same truth value has proven facts -LB] 
Will the kids bother to study something they'll never be tested on? With more on the debate and the forces involved,here's Richard Black. 

Richard Black : This is the farmer's market in Lawrence,thirty or so miles west of Kansas city.All around me are stalls bearing fruit and other produce of the state's main industry,glowing healthily under the warm Kansas sun.These plump apples and tomatoes and so on,are varieties that humans have formed through farming,adaptation through selection.Darwin takes this,what you might call "artificial selection" as the starting point of "On the Origin of Species"."If man can select adaptations", he argues", cannot nature do the same,on a vastly grander scale?".His idea has slowly become scientific orthodoxy.Here in Kansas it's under attack. 
I'm with Linda Holloway,Chair of the State Board of Education.Linda,after you received the report you'd commissioned,you took it round to public meetings in the state for comment,what were people saying about it? 

Linda Holloway : The public was overwhelmingly opposed to the way that evolution was being treated in this document,because of the way that it had been elevated to be sort of a central focus of science,and of course you had the people who would like to put in creation.You had others that just came in and said,you know,"let's look at some of the problems with evolution as well as some of the evidence that is used for evolution". 

Richard Black : Can you really compare one book of the bible with with a scientific theory,I mean many people regard Darwin as the greatest scientist of the millennium? 

Linda Holloway : And many people regard him as not being the greatest.He really wasn't a scientists per se.I am not saying that we need to put creation alongside of it.What I would like is honest science.I would like to see them teach all about evolution,not just censor out the problems with evolution. 

Richard Black : What do you think should be taught then,which isn't being taught? 

Linda Holloway : Well,the dating of the Earth.There's evidence out there but it changes.Within one week I heard three different ages of the Earth and everyone of them said "this is the most well accepted" [Yes but all of them were in the millions,not around 4000 -LB] and where are all the transition species [This displays a fundamental misunderstanding of evolution- LB]. Don't scream from the rooftops that there are hundreds of them,produce them [They are all around you -LB].Let's let the evidence speak for itself [If you do,it is obvious that there is no God -LB], instead of having "we have a philosophy of evolution that says,'we're hoping to find all these things'",that's a philosophy,that is not science. 

Richard Black : So what do the local school children make of all this in this intensely Christian state.I'm off now to Washburn rural high school to find out. 
Two of the pupils here,Carrie Taylor and Amber Arnold have been good enough to take time off lessons to join me,as has Biology teacher Dennis Airy.Now Carrie you're 18,this is you final year, what have you made of the evolution that you've been taught here ? 

Carrie Taylor : I believe some parts of it,other parts I have a big problem with (You do not BELIEVE science,you UNDERSTAND it -LB]. 

Richard Black : Which parts have you found problematic then? 

Carrie Taylor : Probably the most significant part that I have had problems with is us coming from apes. 
[We do not "come from apes" we have a close common ancestor with apes.They are or nearest genetic cousins,this is proved by chimps having 99% of DNA in common.We also are related to mice, elephants,fish,birds etc but just not as closely.The idea that apes are our progenitors is a misunderstanding of the creationists -LB] 
I'm a religious person and I believe in creation myself so,I believe that God created man [Were any aliens on other planets created in God's image too,be serious!!! If EVIDENCE is the required process where is the evidence for God? None existent -LB] and didn't make us as apes [What you BELIEVE and what can be PROVED are two different things.What is the truth of the situation isn't up to you to speculate upon and decide by a process of heresay and belief,you need evidence and proof,as a believer you cannot have these in principle since belief in God is an act of faith,and so taking issue with something based on proof and evidence is moot -LB]. 

Richard Black : What about you Amber you're 14,so obviously you haven't been through the school system as much as Carrie has (Hasn't been brainwashed you mean -LB],how much of evolution have you found in the classroom so far? 

Amber Arnold : We haven't studied it a whole lot,he's talked about a little bit as a theory,I'm a religious person also. 

Richard Black : Now Dennis as things stand you're still going to be teaching evolution next year,because your school board is one that doesn't want to remove it from the curriculum. 
[No because they know that the freedom to speak and proffer ideas is a fundamental right written into the constitution,and anyone seeking to muffle someone's voice and ideas is fundamentally at odds with the rights and freedoms of living in America,as well as the rest of the world -LB].But if it changed its mind,from the teacher's perspective,can you actually teach Biology without teaching evolution? 

Dennis Airy : Oh you couldn't do it,because Biology the chief core of Biology is based on evolution, and I find it very hard to do that. 

Richard Black : Many of the pupils leaving Washburn high end up here,at the University of Kansas in Lawrence,and if their studies include Palaeontology,then they may come under the tutorial wing of Professor Bruce Liebermann.We're in the University's museum of Natural History in front of some locally found fossils called Mosersaurs [EVIDENCE if any were needed that the bible is a crock.No Mosersaur is mentioned in the bible,only lions and lambs,creatures which post-date dinosaurs. Dinosaurs predate the supposed creation showing it up for the myth that it is -LB],marine reptiles which lived here around 18 million years ago,when Kansas was under the sea [Or in the Land of Oz, why couldn't Kansas have been spirited away by a Tornado rather than Dorothy? -LB] 
Now Bruce you were telling me earlier that these Mosersaurs or something like them are very probably the ancestors of local snakes,but 18 million years is an awful long time,so they must be a lot of interpretation involved in that conclusion? 

Dennis Airy : There does need to be in any science,interpretation.That's the way a scientist works, analyses data,puts them into a quantitative and rigorous framework,but there's a large body of evidence that supports the fact that these are close relatives of snakes.Similarities in their backbone,in their jaw,and in other features of their skeleton which strongly suggest that they descended from a common ancestor. 

Richard Black : Looking at these Mosersaur skeletons you've got very nicely preserved skeletons, you've got all the vertebrae,you've got all of the limbs here.The most controversial aspect of evolution it seems to me,here in Kansas is whether man evolved from some kind of ape-like ancestor [Skeletons exist which prove it -LB],and here it seems to be the evidence is rather more remote,we've got people piecing together a lineage,sometimes from few bits of tooth [A tooth is quite good as far as DNA evidence is concerned -LB]. 

Dennis Airy : Just the genetic evidence,not even focusing on the evidence in the fossil record we share roughly 99% of our DNA sequences with Chimpanzees,very close identity,whereas with other groups we would share much less.But actually there's a fairly good hominid fossil record,where there are many transitional species that form a nice evolutionary grade between a non-upright small-brained chimp-like ancestor to first an upright,and then a progressively larger-brained hominoid [So when we look at the evidence as Linda suggests,it shows transition and it shows man evolved,so what is her problem? -LB].However,the precise way that we trace out the evolution of that hominid lineage is still in flux [which is why it is stupid to take issue with it -LB],and I think that's what makes evolution an exciting discipline. 

Richard Black : But an exciting field of science is by definition one that doesn't have all the answers [That doesn't mean that any alternative view is naturally correct,in lieu of it providing them -LB]. According to many local churches the bible does.This is the church of Christ in Perry,and pastor Glen Caylor was one of the people who argued against the science report put before the State Board of Education,But Glen even if you write off fossils don't you see evolution happening in the world around us,like the evolution of antibiotic resistance for example? 

Glen Caylor : It must be understood that evolution,if it is some sort of a science,is the only one with 100% experimental failure [If that's so then why do so many educated scientists continue accepting it as the basis of their orthodoxy,are they all thick as two short planks,or do they not have the insight that God has granted the pastor? Scientists do not adopt theories lightly.There is overwhelming evidence that Darwin is correct.Computer models based on natural selection such as Dawkin's "arthropods" indicate how new techniques evolve to fill a niche and how a sub section of a populace can become a new species -LB].There is absolutely not a single experiment that has ever fallen in favour of evolution. 
If you take a population of bacteria,you will have a few individuals which are susceptible to certain antibiotics and a few individuals who are not [And how did this variation arise clever dick? Were they "created" to have resistance that didn't exist at the time of creation? That's absurd -LB].Okay? 
You take them and bombard that population with antibiotics and you're going to kill off all the bacteria which are susceptible.When you are finished,you may have an entire population of immune ones.The moment you stop bombarding them with the antibiotic they revert to the original population group,there's been no evolution at all. 
[Arguments against evolution are fine and part of the scientific process,but as soon as you say "Evolution doesn't work,so creation must be the answer" you lose all credibility.Lack of evidence cannot be used as a justification.Just because a theory might not provide all answers does not mean that its antithesis has been proven as a hypothesis.The idea that evolution can be attacked is fine as long as you don't think that the motivation for attacking it is that creation is correct.Attack it on a scientific basis,not on the basis that an absurd myth is more credible -LB] 
One kind will not become another kind.Then how come there are animals alive today that weren't alive before.If creation is correct the diversity of life that exists now, must have existed for all time.We KNOW that isn't the case.The fossil record proves it.There are no Pterodactyls alive now,but there are bats and birds.If birds and bats have existed for all time since creation,then how come there are no fossils of them from millions of years ago? Because the Earth is only 4000 years old??? Don't talk rubbish! -LB] 
Everything we know about genetics,that's just impossible. [That is a lie,by definition genetics causes variation over time.The separation of a genus that makes mating impossible between species can happen over time as two populations that were initially the same are separated by time,distance or geography.The gene pool becomes limited to a few individuals and limits variation,this is why some specific creatures (I know in particular of a group of ducks) have to be mated in order to increase the gene pool variation with other individuals who are close enough genetically,so that that don't die of lack of gene variation.Contrariwise an experiment is taking place to try to recreate the "Quagga" an extinct species halfway between a zebra and a type of horse.The genes are being teased out by selective breeding of wild zebras who have some of the traits of the Quagga. 
So Glen is talking through his ass,pun intended -LB] 
They can adapt they can change,they can modify,but a dog is a dog is a dog is a dog. [So what was a Tasmanian wolf? If there were no dogs in dinosaur times and there are now,where did the species come from? It can't have been created or it would have existed in dinosaur times and it didn't .This view is inadequate to explain the diversity that exists.What is a dog is a human tag applied to a specific creature.Unless we knew the innate construction of a Tasmanian wolf we would say that it was a dog.But it was a marsupial,more closely related to a kangaroo than a dog.Glen's view is ignorant and unworkable.If over time a dog changes under the capacity of change that he allows it to fit the niche currently exploited by a tiger,then it would be (for all intents and purposes) a tiger. 
The term "dog" would no longer make any sense.Much as dolphins have the appearance of fish,but are mammals because we can trace the heritage in terms of warm-bloodedness,air breathing etc.His definitions are limited and naive.Under his view a dolphin would have to be called a man or a man a dolphin.He has not explained what he means by "kind",nor what makes it necessary that kinds must remain kinds,nor when a kind becomes so similar to another kind that it isn't called by that kinds name,nor thought of as that kind. 
I think the idea of man as made from apes is found objectionable as it seems to associate man with a lower order creature,whereas believers would like to maintain man as the highest creature.It is strange then that they subordinate man to a mythical deity who controls us and makes us do his bidding.We have minds of our own,and should not be demeaned by the putrid idea that we are infidels in a godly universe.It might also be just sour grapes that scientific ideas are treated seriously and trivial nonsense that is manufactured by bible bashers is laughed at and scorned for the silly nonsense that it is -LB] 

Geoff Watts: (sniggering) Richard Black reporting from Kansas.An exhibition now on at London's Natural History Museum wouldn't be too popular with certain people in Kansas,called "Voyages of Discovery" it features Darwin's trip to the Galapagos Islands and includes a couple of specimens of the bird group widely referred to as "Darwin's finches".The specimens on display in the museum,stuffed,feet up and lying on their backs are really rather disappointing,but you can imagine Darwin seeing all these closely related birds and thinking to himself ,"Yes! Change through natural selection,that's it!".Well no,according to curator Dr Robert Preece-Jones,it wasn't like that at all. 

Robert Preece - Jones : No it is almost certain that at the time when Darwin visited the Galapagos Islands his ideas on evolution had hardly,if at all begun to develop.Indeed,when he arrived in the Galapagos Islands,he did not even realise that the finches were all closely related too one another. Darwin had thought they were...some of them were finches,some were warblers,some were American blackbirds. 

Geoff Watts: So he'd collected these finches but it was only,when he was back in England [The place that had ejected the Pilgrims for their religious fervour,so that it could get on with thinking without intervention from moral hypocrites -LB],that he realised the significance of what he'd found. 

Robert Preece - Jones : Yes it was later when he was back in England that he realised that they could be an important piece of evidence in the ideas about evolution that he was then beginning to put together.This wonderful diversity of forms of finch,with these incredibly different beak sizes adapted to differing food resources provide a tremendously compelling example. 

Geoff Watts: So contrary to the view that most people have that Darwin's finches were one of the things that kind of sowed the idea in his head,really it wasn't like that at all,it acted as a confirmation of ideas that had another origin? 

Robert Preece - Jones : Erm,this is true,in fact if anything from the Galapagos Islands can be said to have "sown" some ideas about evolution in his mind,it is one or two other groups of animals,notably the tortoises and the mocking birds [The latter are particularly apt considering the attitude adopted by opponents of his theory -LB],both of which presented a much simpler situation,in which all the mocking birds present on the Galapagos and all the tortoises were clearly each others closest relatives,but they did diverge a bit between the islands,whereas the Darwin's finches were a much more complicated situation,in which much greater divergence had occurred. 

Geoff Watts: So we should really talk about "Darwin's tortoises" and "Darwin's mocking birds" in fact we talk about "Darwin's finches!" 

Robert Preece - Jones : Well we talk about "Darwin's finches" because now we can perceive the case to be a classic example of evolution in action in recent geological time [The evidence speaks for itself then? -LB]. 

Geoff Watts: Robert Preece-Jones .The creationists of course wouldn't agree with that assessment [No because evidence that is so obvious is ignored because it conflicts with their dogma and undermines their fairy story.No matter how much evidence there is it will never be enough to diminish their attachment to an unsubstantiated belief -LB].Few people in Britain are better placed to counter the arguments against evolution than the veteran geneticist Professor John Maynard-Smith[Ref: Green File:InourtmR.wri;Inoutme1.wri] of the University of Sussex. 
One of the foundations of the creationist case- you heard it just now of course being argued in Kansas-is the incompleteness of the fossil record.Where there should be intermediates between one species and its predecessor,there is just a gap.Not so,according to John Maynard - Smith. 

John Maynard-Smith : Well and I think the argument is basically nonsense [So do all thinking people -LB].I mean when Darwin wrote "The Origin of Species",there was no fossil intermediate between apes and human beings,today there are dozens and dozens of them.It's still true that there are small gaps,but you know if you talk to the people who look at fossils,they get into great arguments about which species to put things in because the record is in fact so continuous. 
[Which is the point I made about what Glen said.What exactly is a dog? -LB] 
But talk about gaps in the fossil record is just rubbish. 

Geoff Watts: So to the extent that there are gaps now,it is simply that,well a matter of chance,that if you dug round for long enough,you probably would find the "missing" as it were,gradations between various different types? 

John Maynard-Smith : I think we will.I mean to go back to the example I gave of chimpanzees and humans,I mean we have no human fossils from....except in a few cave deposits and things like that where we are lucky. 
[The point is that those who have a vested interest in finding fault with evolution,hold onto their own view without any evidence whatsoever,and yet require 100% proof of evolution.Science doesn't work like that.There is more evidence for evolution than creation,that is why it is the orthodoxy of science.If you don't require evidence to BELIEVE creation,then why require 100% proof of evolution? Creationists forever try to find pernickety details that undermine evolution in order to hold onto their own view which has a gaping hole in it -There is no evidence whatsoever for God or creation.If they require 100% proof of evolution then they should require the same of creation.Where is the evidence that a "dog is a dog is a dog"? None existent.Where is the evidence that humans were created? None existent.Creationists are hypocrites -LB] 
But most human beings...most people who died don't fossilise. 

Geoff Watts: Yes in a sense,when you think of the number of organisms that have lived,I suppose you could say that we're lucky to have fossils at all.It's a very hit and miss business of whether you actually get a fossil isn't it? 

John Maynard-Smith : It's extremely chancy whether you get them.But if you look at sort of marine invertebrates where if you look at the chalk not far from here,I mean there are millions and millions of fossils there really aren't anything anything very much in the way of gaps. 
[And if it can happen in marine invertebrates,there is nothing IN PRINCIPLE that stops it happening elsewhere,thus putting paid to the objections of transition that creationists have.The EVIDENCE PROVES that evolution is happening -LB] 

Geoff Watts: Well let's try you on something else then,that the creationists argue,which is the lack of direct experimental evidence and by that,I think they mean that you cannot actually replicate events that took place tens of millions of years ago in a laboratory in the way that for most science you can.I mean replicating people's findings.Actually seeing the phenomenon happening before your eyes,is very much part of science,you clearly can't do that with events that have happened a long way in the past,and aren't going to happen again. 

John Maynard-Smith : It's true that you cannot hope to replicate,I don't know, the origin of the mammals,or the origin of bird flight,it would be marvellous but we can't,it took place a long time ago,it took millions of years,but the idea that you can't observe important evolutionary events going on is simply false. 
[It's also possible to simulate the process and condense millions of years into minutes on a computer showing that the process could work IN PRINCIPLE,and that thus it could be the explanation in practice -LB] 
I mean I've spent the last ten years of my life working on the evolution of resistance to antibiotics [And is much better placed to understand it than is Glen -LB] in bacteria,an immensely important thing,and if only governments and other people,including creationists hadn't been so damn stupid not to believe in evolution we might not find ourselves in the mess we're in. 

Geoff Watts: But they say "what's happening there is merely the development through natural selection of new varieties",they say "there's no evidence that you can actually develop a new species". 
[What does it really matter even if that's true,it doesn't mean that their fairy story is any more true, since dinosaurs are not part of genesis.It just means that evolution as it stands isn't the whole story.So what? No scientist claims that it is,that would be unscientific.It is the current working hypothesis that explains certain aspects of diversity -LB] 
No one has seen a new species develop in this way.Are they right? 

John Maynard-Smith : Well,I don't know how they define a species [What is a dog exactly,Glen failed to define this -LB].I mean they believe in species being distinct entities and I don't.I mean you can create new organisms which are capable of breeding with one another but cannot breed with their ancestors,is that a "new species"? And if not,why not? It's constantly being done. 
[Once again the evidence refutes the creationists but they refuse to accept the proof -LB] 

Geoff Watts: To what extent is the definition of a species difficult in this field? 

John Maynard-Smith : It's impossible. 
[Funny how Glen with no experience of Biological research knows exactly how to define a species isn't it? -LB] 
Obviously it's impossible.I mean if species evolve into one another [Notice that John does not preclude that it DOES happen,because it is a theory.Why are creationists so upset by a "maybe its like this scenario"? Have not pupils the right to ponder and muse on other ways of things happening that the entrenched dogma that is imposed on them? Surely that is a right guaranteed them in the constitution? No one is saying that they have to believe Darwin,they should make up their own minds.They can't do that if only one view is proffered -LB],then there are going to be grey areas when you can't decide whether things are distinct species or the same species.The idea that there are absolute species out there is simply false [As is the one about absolute truth,which the creationists think they know,but which everyone else refutes as their truth is different from their antagonists,thus proving that their assertion is false,but again they refuse to comprehend their own mistakes -LB]. It's what Darwin in fact,predicted,and it was one of the things that led him to the theory of evolution,that there were cases where you couldn't decide to which species an organism belonged or whether two groups were different species or just different varieties.There's no sharp distinction. 

Geoff Watts: Speaking as a Biologist who's been steeped in evolutionary theory for most of your professional life,what do you think of the decision of a body like the Kansas School Board to effectively try and remove this from the science curriculum? 

John Maynard-Smith : I'd be very worried if I was a parent of a child going to one of those schools.I mean I think children ought to be taught science and not nonsense.I mean I think what you have to remember when you think of a decision like that,is what the alternative to the theory of evolution is,I mean the world was created in six days,that you go and look at the White Cliffs of Dover and say,"that chalk had about one day to get laid down in at the bottom of the sea". I mean if that's the kind of nonsense that children are being taught,they are going to grow up totally confused and not understanding science. [Moreover they will not be able to clear mutual inconsistencies from their brain- A and not A cannot mutually coexist -LB] 
I mean Biology,you just can't think about it without thinking about evolution or I can't,and to teach Biology without the theory of evolution is like trying to teach Chemistry without the atomic theory.It just isn't possible. 

Geoff Watts: If you read "The Origin of Species" it is clear that Darwin was troubled by certain aspects of it.I mean one obvious...we've already mentioned the gaps in the fossil record,if Darwin himself came back today and had available to him the evidence we now have,would he still be troubled at all by his own theory,or do you think he would say "This is wonderful,I am utterly convinced". 
[Darwin might be surprised at DNA and its machinations since his own view was that "gamules" [Ref:Video N20:Quantum Leaps] carried the propensities of organisms in the blood,and that this process could create "shades of grey",that is that offspring would have diluted aspects of both progenitors.This is the kind of thing that upsets the Ku Klux Klan and White Supremacists who talk of keeping there line pure.This is ignorant nonsense,it isn't pure in the first instance and so cannot be maintained in the second place.Moreover dilution in the form Darwin posited does not happen,and so the KKK and their ilk do not understand the process -LB] 

John Maynard-Smith : Well,of course I sometimes imagine how marvellous it would be to be able to talk to him and tell him what's been discovered since.I mean I'm sure fundamentally he'd be absolutely delighted with what's happened.He might be a bit disappointed that he's become a kind of rather boring orthodoxy,instead of a revolutionary new idea,but that would disappoint him perhaps,but no,no,he would be delighted I think. 

Geoff Watts : John Maynard - Smith ,who as we speak,is in Sweden to receive the prestigious Crawford prize,for guess what? Evolutionary Biology. The Kansas School Board says that evolution is a belief not a theory [Even if it is,there is more evidence to back it up than the creation myth -LB],so what of the big bang,the idea that the universe began billions of years ago in a fiery explosion? You can't replicate that in the lab,and what about the fine structure of matter,all those quarks and bosons,and other minuscule particles? Jolly difficult to prove they really exist. 
[Have those sceptics describe what is happening in terms of creationism and wait for the blank stares and the simple retorts "It's all Gods work" and that's enough evidence for me that their world view is inadequate,simplistic,naive,incapable of dealing with evidence and facts,and inane in its incapacity to describe any complex subject with any detail but only superficial,glib and pointless rebuttals -LB] 
I'm joined now by three people who have an interest,practical or theoretical or both,in what constitutes science.With me in the studio are Janet Radcliffe-Richards , philosopher, and Director of the Centre for Bio-Ethics at University College Medical School and Jim Alkalele a Nuclear Physicist at the University of Surrey and author of "Black Holes,Wormholes,and Time Machines",wonderful title.Joining us on the line is Harry Collins,of the Centre for Knowledge, Expertise and Science in Cardiff,and Janet Radcliffe-Richards,can I begin with you? In the kind of debate we've been hearing about between Darwin and God,I suppose you could say,is their any compromise,I mean or does it have to an outright victory for one or the other? 

Janet Radcliffe-Richards : There are lots of different degrees of Darwinism.The people in Kansas are against any view of the theory of evolution at all. 
[Which only goes to show how stoical dogmatic,and entrenched their view is.It is obvious that some kind of evolution is taking place,even Glen admitted that dynamic variation and natural selection were happening -LB] 
But there are lots of people who think that the Darwinian theory works alright as an account of organic evolution -how one life form goes into another,but they don't think that this can account for the development of life from inanimate matter,they don't think that this can account for the human soul.So there are a lot of people who have a limited view of Darwinism,but think you need God at the foundation of things,to get it all going. 
[Anyone who needs God just hasn't thought deeply enough about the facts that they have been given,or isn't privy to all the facts.God provides nothing as an explanation,and is merely a way of saying "we don't know how that thing happened" -LB] 

Geoff Watts : So it's not one single battle line,it's a series of different battle lines,and people choose which battle line they want to fight on? 

Janet Radcliffe-Richards: Yes,there are several within Darwinism yes. 

Geoff Watts : Jim,Jim Alkelele,let's widen this out a little bit,I mean science is widely perceived as a search for,I suppose you could say "an ever more exact truth about the nature of the world around us", you know it sounds very pompous,but I mean that is really what it is about.Is that the way you see it yourself? 

Jim Alkelele : Well my personal view is,yes that there is a truth out there,in the sense that there are definite rules that nature abides by.The scientific method is about getting better and better theories that will get us ever closer to this truth.We may never reach it,but certainly strive to get as close as possible. 
[The creationist religious contingent play on the "never reach it" part and say that God (or the universal laws) are beyond man in principle,and exemplify the give-upksy attitude and the pessimistic outlook of man chained to subservience in the eyes of a deity that doesn't give a damn what we do.Man is weak and pointless in this role,everything is out of his reach.By comparison the scientific view acknowledges the Zeno paradox aspect to mans knowledge,but is optimistic that we can still overcome difficulties by learning more.If we take the religious view we may as well commit suicide as life is futile and cannot progress -LB] 

Geoff Watts : But there is something there,that you think ....some understanding that we can reach,and when we have reached it,we will say "we have a better understanding than we had before ,and perhaps the best understanding we'll ever get".It's a sort of progressive thing then? 

Jim Alkelele : It is.You don't have to believe that there's a truth out there,waiting for us to reach.I mean a better to say it,is to say that science is about reaching a better understanding. 
Geoff Watts : Harry Collins,now you stand slightly outside this.You're...as a sociologist,do you see science in these terms? 

Harry Collins: No I think the terms of the debate are slightly old-fashioned in the way that we've been hearing it today.I think the problem is that it is set up as a battle between theories and only one of them can be right,whereas in fact why don't we teach creationism in our schools,but teach it in religious instruction lessons. 
[Because either the universe is God created,or it isn't.It can't be both.A and Not A can't mutually coexist -LB] 
Creationism isn't a scientific theory,it's not in a battle with the scientific theory of evolution.The terms are wrong.The best scientific theory we've got is the theory of evolution,and creationism really has nothing to say to it. 
[It does when they try to outlaw its teaching in schools.The basis for creationism is faith or belief,this fundamentally cannot be odds with a theory based on proof and evidence.The problem comes when personal beliefs are proffered as a truth about the world in general,and come into conflict with those views based on proof and evidence which can show that they are correct REGARDLESS of belief. They shouldn't be at odds with each other,but they are.This is because the religiously fervent are too blinkered to realise that the basis of their view is not the same as science,thus there is no basis to outlaw Darwin from schools.People are entitled to hold whatever beliefs they wish,including lack of belief,and defining a view via testing.Outlawing evolution in Kansas merely shows that the people are philosophically ignorant as to the basis of what they believe and that they fear a challenge to their conviction.Contrariwise,science does not fear a challenge to its view,as that is the basis upon which it works.Once those of religious conviction claim that creation is "the truth" and not just their belief, then they are at odds with science and it IS a battle -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Are you prepared to accept the...some sort of equality between the two and say "this is one way of looking at it and this is another and there's not much to choose between them"? 

Harry Collins: Well I don't think it's equality when I say,one is what we should teach in the science lessons and one is what we should teach in the religious lessons and then people can choose whether they want to be religious or scientific. 
[It's not that easy.As John Maynard- Smith said,if that were the case then children would be subject to two views of how the universe came to be,one with evidence to back it up and one the made up murmurings of a group of fearful zealots,and they would be confused as to why to such conflicting views could coexist.Only one thing happened.Two things did not happen.We should make our minds up whether to be rational or irrational.All other god stories are a myth,why is not the Christian one as much hokum and lore as Loki and Thor? Just because someone says "I believe X" does not mean that X should be taught as a truth.They should prove their claim before it is proffered to children as a viable statement.No religious person can prove anything of what they say,and so if anything needs banning it is the insidious urge to believe noxious untruths that are plainly just the mass superstition of fearful and ignorant people who prefer their own personal lies than to attempt to understand facts -LB] 
But the point is what we shouldn't expect from our scientific theories is too much exactness,and one of the mistakes that I think scientists make over and over again is to try and base the legitimacy of science on its exactness.Now it's actually rather unusual for science to be very exact.The models of exact theories that we draw from Physics and so on,these are unusual sorts of theories,in most of the science that the citizen sees,in fact it's inexact,it's incomplete. 

Geoff Watts : Janet Radcliffe-Richards,this seems to be a rather different view of science than the one that I suspect you espouse,this somehow notion that we can have this theory and we can have that theory,and we teach this theory in that place,and that the theory in the other,and the two can coexist, you don't see that coexistence. 

Janet Radcliffe-Richards : Well I haven't really gathered what this thesis is 
[It's a liberal "everybody is right and there's no truth" thesis,that is indicative of the shambles that creates moral relativism by positing that nothing is more right than something else,doesn't judge anything as insubstantial or pointless, as everybody is equally entitled to have their say in this politically correct nightmare where wrong and right have lost their meaning -LB], because the Kansas people are actually in conflict [They shouldn't be,but they are -LB] with it.They don't see the evolutionary thesis as compatible with their religious ones.Now there certainly are some views of evolution that are compatible with some kinds of religion,but I'm not sure what you're saying about the incompatible ones.Are you saying that you can have both? 

Geoff Watts : Can you have both Harry Collins? 

Harry Collins: No I'm arguing that if you're a scientist,you're going to....I don't see [There's that phrase again,admitting their ignorance -LB] why the scientists need to attack creationism taught in religious instruction lessons, 
[That's easy.Because the religious types say God created the universe,and the scientists say he didn't. The need to attack stems from the liberty of being able to teach true facts against the propensity of the religious to brainwash people into thinking that their way is the only way,even though they have no proof of what they assert.They subvert people's right to think or believe what they wish by eradicating anything which takes issue with it,Kansas is a prime example of it in action.If they kept their personal fairy stories to themselves there would be no problems,but they attempt to pressure others into thinking that its true,when it provably isn't.If they didn't do this,it might be possible to agree to differ,but ultimately only one contingent can logically be correct,either there is a god or there isn't,he cannot be both there and not there.The evidence and Occam's razor preclude that he isn't -LB] 
and the complement of this holds as well.I think it is quite wrong for the creationists to consider that they're making any attack on science [Maybe but they are attacking free speech -LB].Creationism starts from the careful study of a book,it is not....that is not the way scientists proceed. 

Geoff Watts : Jim what's.....? 

Harry Collins : And one doesn't bear on the other. 

Geoff Watts : ...how does this affect your field in Physics? Can you see a way of somehow equating different,totally different views of the universe,which can exist side by side without coming into conflict with one another? 

Jim Alkelele : Well I think in the short term there's always processes of scientific...research is always influenced by social and cultural issues.I don't think creationism is...there shouldn't be a debate between science and religion.As far as my interest is,is a debate between different theories within science. 
[Exactly because if creationism was put forward as a serious scientific theory it would be chucked out as absurd at the first hurdle.Religion and science serve different purposes.It is an indication of the power of science that so many people see it as conflicting with religion,especially the religious. 
Science is seen as the means of answering great spiritual questions.That is not its remit.The fact that the boundaries have been blurred is because science has been so good at its job that people have turned to it instead of religion to seek answers.If religion confined its processes to spiritual teaching and perhaps moral teaching,rather than trying to lay claim to how physical things came to be,then it might be possible for the two not to be in conflict.But ultimately the sanctimonious pulpit preachers will be telling us what is best for us and how the world works from their ignorant uninformed position until kingdom come (assuming it does) -LB] 
And in the short term that's the way scientific progress is made.In the long term one theory will replace another if evidence is found to overthrow an old theory,maybe a better theory comes along that explains more phenomena. 
[Which is why it is pointless for the religious to get riled by Darwin,it's just the current theory, powerful though it is.No doubt if science was proffering a theory that coincided with the dogma of religion they'd be lauding it and teaching it in the schools in the fickle and simple- minded way that applies to their convictions.It wouldn't matter if it were a truthful or consistent or testable idea,so long as it supported their heresay.They only rebut it because they don't like it with respect to their own belief,not because it's wrong,or in any way untrue.Whatever they say they can't deny that it COULD be taking place -LB] 

Geoff Watts : But would you see a scientific theory overthrowing one of the non-scientific theories of the creationism kind? 

Jim Alkelele : Certainly as a scientist, yes. 

Geoff Watts : And ....but...er, Harry Collins,I think you wouldn't,is that right? 

Harry Collins : Well insofar as the...if the creationists are saying that the book says that evolution is wrong,then I think evolution should triumph. 
[Because the book is provably not the literal word of god,and cannot be used as a foundation of what is true and what is not true.Harry is supporting (in my opinion) the right of a human mind to decide for itself upon the basis of what evidence it is presented with.It's a pity that Kansas pupils will not get all the evidence upon which to base their decisions.In law it might be seen as the basis for the application of a retrial,if all the evidence has not been heard.How dare the School Board rescind the right of American citizens to hear all the evidence and then claim to be a fir and democratic society. Everyone's voice is heard in a fair society.When a doctrine imposes its values,its called a dictatorship, maybe Kansas should be annexed to one of the semi-Mexican militaristic regimes that provoke their indigenous population to try to get into "free" America.The School Board are absurd hypocrites-LB] 
But I mean there are all kinds of aspects of religion which certain groups of scientists say are incompatible with science,and I think they're simply not incompatible with science. 
I mean theories that there were some initial creator,it doesn't seem to me that science has anything to say about those [Maybe you just don't know enough science -LB],though it may have something to say about literal interpretations of the bible. 
[The point I guess here is that science can show what happened "after the big bang" but not why the big bang took place and so a creator is not dispensed with.In fact there are aspects of science which render a god moot,but notwithstanding that,even if God was still posited as the instigator to everything he is rendered powerless via his necessary non-intervention,through suffering carrying on. 
He is thus limited to a cosmic button pusher,and who cares then whether he pushed it or not? It doesn't really matter,since apparently it is beyond us to be able to show it. More to the point,if he did start it all off,it merely begs the questions "where did God come from and who made God"? which gets us nowhere fast.My experience of the limited notions of believers when it comes to philosophical or more pertinently technical aspects of concepts such as time or the physics of the universe go a good long way to showing how little thought they have put into trying to understand the complex questions they are faced with and by comparison how much thought science and its proponents have put in.Advocates of a religious view tie themselves in simplistic knots trying to deal with questions that science has already dispensed with as being part of the formative and early stages of its views,showing that the religious view is for the superstitious who haven't done enough thinking about what it means to be human alive in the universe (If that is offensive,then tough (Darwinian) monkeys) -LB] 

Geoff Watts : I think though many people though,Harry Collins think that the science does have some sort of "special place",that there is some sort of special nature about scientific theories which mean they are over and above,different to all the rest,and superior to them,I rather assume you wouldn't take that view? 
[That "arrogance" as it is alluded to comes from testing the hypothesis to see if it is actually true,whereas all other systems just sit idly thinking that their belief is true because they say so without ever testing it.If God is around and intervenes,then why doesn't he? Where is the evidence of this? None existent.Science has a special place because it exploits the inherent rational capacities of the brain to accede that A and not A cannot mutually coexist (in terms of idea structures).In order to conclude things about the world the brain has to accept this.God either exists or he doesn't he cannot both at once exist and not,other than in some people believing and others not doing. 
This would make God have a Schrodinger cat existence,if it were true and subject God to Quantum Physics,only showing that science once again applies.Even assuming that this were not the case and that thoughts existing in a superposition of states allowing mutually contradictory information to "exist" at the same time,it begs the question what we mean by "exist",since something in a quantum flux does not "exist" until the wave function collapses.Of course this is meaningless to those who only read one book.You can't get away from the fact that the world is round,and that whilst people may be allowed to BELIEVE it is flat,they are WRONG,and their personal belief is irrelevant to the wider universal truth which is a fact-LB] 

Harry Collins : No,I think they do have a special place in our society,and I would call myself a scientist.I think it's appalling if creationism is displacing evolution in our schools,but I don't... I think it's a mistake for the scientist to......to the scientists to set themselves up as at war with religion.That's what the creationists are doing. 

Geoff Watts : Janet do you see any special place for scientific theories? Do you think that the theories in science somehow are different in kind from all others? 

Janet Radcliffe-Richards : I regard science as a search for truth and it seems to me that everything in that way comes under science [That's quite good,thus there should not be anything called "religion" that is at odds with it -LB],but you have to remember that these Americans,although they may be motivated by fundamentalist religion are not using that as part of the argument. 
[The fact that "the truth" is isolated to the bible belt of America,is another indication that it is not "the truth"-LB] 
They're actually arguing within science,and they're saying that there isn't enough scientific proof,and this is quite important,they call themselves "scientific creationists" [which is an oxymoron -LB] and they claim to be taking on science on its own terms [Which is why a direct rebuttal is required from the scientific contingent -LB]. 

Geoff Watts : Let's move on to another aspect of this,Jim,Jim Alkelele,can anything be finally proved? I mean are we always going to be sitting round tables,like this,actually having these kind of discussions in a hundred,thousand years time! 

Jim Alkelele : Well I think the issue goes back to the philosophy of Karl Popper 
[Ref: "The World Treasury of Physics Astronomy and Mathematics" p795 "The Logic of Scientific Discovery";"The Mathematical Experience" Davis & Hersh p406 "True Facts about Imaginary Objects".It's worth noting here that the references are mathematical,the notion of proof and of truth is not normally associated with mathematics in the context that it is being spoken of here.But as an example as to the reliance on mathematics as a means to proof and truth,I recently found out that the UK MOD will not allow any software into its systems that does not have a formal procedure written down in mathematical form that indicates that the software system is "understood" by human programmers.This shows that they think that a mathematical statement is an indication of the trust-worthiness of the software and the only means to proof that they can have that the software will do exactly as stated. 
I think this is rather naive since any mathematician worth their salt will explain that once any system interacts with another it is capable of unforeseen consequences.Nevertheless the fact that the MOD makes this requirement is an indication of the power of mathematics (or at least the perceived notion of that power) to get to the actual truth of an assertion notwithstanding the beliefs about that assertion. An example might be Fermat's last theorem (Red File:Fermat.wri),which had many postulating its capacity to be true or false,but ultimately only mathematical thinking could show the actuality of the case,regardless of belief.Kurt Godel (Red File:Godel.wri) has shown that some assertions maybe undecidable,but only mathematics can show which those are. 
It may seem like mathematics and formal number machinations have little to do with philosophy or creationism v Darwinism.But science's basis is upon mathematics and the process of decision making and what is true within science rests on formal mathematics and measurement,and so mathematics is inherently bound up in what is provable in a scientific assertion -LB] 
who said that "theories can only be disproved,they can never be proved".Some scientists believe this,others believe there is a logical error in Popper's argument. 
[Since a theory is the current provisional statement about the truth,and facts can come up later which do not fit the theory,they can certainly be disproved,and since in the meantime it looks like all the facts fit the theory,and you can't know if another fact may come along that won't,it seems reasonable to say that you can't prove a theory,you can only assert a probability that it is correct. 
I guess this is where the analogy with faith crops up.But faith or conviction that you are right is different in a religious context that has had no testing,but is a pure gut instinct,whereas conviction that a theory is right is based upon observation,testing,trial over time,and maybe even experience -LB] 
My view...point is that the differing philosophical points don't stop science making progress. 


Geoff Watts : Janet you were nodding violently there when Jim was saying that some people disagree with Popper's view? 

Jane Radcliffe-Richards : Yes Popper thought there was an assymmetry between verification and falsification,and he thought that all scientists did nothing but try to falsify and you could never prove anything finally true.I think people get confused about the difference between having the "whole truth" and being certain about things. 
There are lots and lots of things we are certain about now,that we weren't before.Nobody is in any doubt that the Earth is more or less round [Are you certain about that Janet?? Flat Earthers still exist -LB],that it goes round the sun and such like,and nothing that will ever happen in the future of science will disprove that! 

Geoff Watts : Would you go along with that Harry Collins,do you think,or do you think that's an open question too? 

Harry Collins: I don't want to argue that we're more certain about certain things than we once were. But the trouble is these aren't the important things,oddly enough it's not very important whether the Earth goes round the sun or the sun goes round the Earth. 
[This is what liberal wishy-washy thinking does,the truth no longer matters.Only one of those statements is actually true.But Harry doesn't care which it is,or whether it is one of them.If they were both true at the same time,perhaps he wouldn't care then either,even though they're mutually exclusive -LB] 
The important things are whether things like genetically modified organisms are going to do us damage when we eat them. 
[No Harry that is relatively unimportant.The truth or falsity of your statement could be damaging to mankind physically.But not caring about whether facts are true damages all mankind over all time by making the truth a non entity.I am personally saddened that you cannot see this,and that you have so little care for what is the truth of a situation.In this way it might matter ultimately whether God was the button pusher or not,even though he might have nothing to do with what follows.It is a philosophical point rather than a practical one -LB] 

Geoff Watts : So you take a rather more pragmatic view,in the end you're saying in the end it doesn't really matter at all,from a utilitarian point of view applied science and technology can be used by us in ignorance of the scientific facts behind them [THEY ARE!!! -LB].Is that what you're suggesting? 

Harry Collins: No I'm saying that in fact the real....the problems about what we do next,what action do we take ,these are typical political problems,and in most of the technical problems that face us on the political scene,the answers aren't yet out there in the form that they are to do with astronomical questions and so on -whether the sun goes round the Earth or the other.What we've got to find is a way of putting science on the high pedestal that it should be on,but at a stage before it's produced the kind of certainties that we're used to associating with science. 

Geoff Watts : Jim,do you think the answers are out there,sounds like a line from Star Trek doesn't it! Do you think the answers are out there? 

Jim Alkelele : Well I think it's important for the public to understand how scientific progress is made [Here,here -LB].There'll always be conflicting theories,we'll always take wrong turns,go up blind alleys,that's how science works.But in the long run I think the better theories will prevail and we would get closer to that truth. 

Geoff Watts : Alas that is all we've got time for.So I just have to say my thanks to Janet Radcliffe -Richards,Harry Collins and Jim Alkelele. 
Next week I'll be reporting from Canada where an international group of reproductive biologists are meeting to discuss the scientific and ethical issues of their latest exploits in regulating or boosting human fertility.I'll also be taking a look at new research on why each of us comes to be left or right handed,all in the womb.Till then,goodbye. 
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